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Introducing NoiseAbility

• NoiseAbility: a six month SynchroniCity Large Scale Pilot, funded under Horizon 2020, that has 
delivered a new predictive management tool for cities to help them manage noise for their 
citizens. The pilot ran between March & September 2019. 

• The Lunar Works/Tynos Consulting initiated a multi-city project to bring together different cities 
across Europe to collaborate and pilot a smart initiative in a rapid deployment and using open 
data standards, using SynchroniCity – an international programme designed to enable and 
support this kind of work.

• The consortium consists of: SME IoT partner, Urban Tide, SME Strategic Partner, The Lunar 
Works/Tynos Consulting, the cities of Bilbao and Edinburgh, and SynchroniCity Core City, 
Eindhoven. 

• The project pilots the capacity for cities to understand noise in the context of the citizen’s 
perceived level of noise acceptability, using IoT at the heart of citizen-centric engagement with 
noise; and with intelligent data at the core of city-based multi-layered responses. 



The locations: 
• Mixed-use urban 

spaces
• Many different 

sources of sound

The people: 
• Residents
• Visitors & Tourists
• Businesses

Bilbao, Plaza Nueva

3
CITIES

19
SENSORS    

4
WORKSHOPS

6000
CITIZEN DATA 

POINTS

4
TRANSPORT

LAYERS    

Eindhoven, Strijp-S

By linking noise monitoring to other city 
and citizen-centric data via USMART –
a data integration platform – and to the 
acceptability of noise to specific citizen 
‘personas’, we can unleash a powerful 
predictive tool for noise planning, linked 
to other strategic city objectives.

Edinburgh, Grassmarket

The challenge:



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
AND FINDINGS



The citizen’s perspective

• Our objective was to bring together IoT and citizen co-creation 
to capture citizen perceptions of sound in the city.

• We challenged ourselves to collect 2000 data points in each city 
during very short pilot period – through mix of workshops 
and on-the-street interviews with an online capture tool. 

• Outcomes:

• We have achieved approximately 4000 data points across the three cities*:

• 2000 in Edinburgh

• 1398 in Eindhoven

• 700 in Bilbao

• Co-created personas – resident, visitor, business – identify their perspectives on 
noise to develop personas for predictive AI-driven tool.

• Big thanks go to Createlli, Lur Studios and Mark Diffley Consulting which supported the local engagement in the three 
cities.



Engagement activity: Bilbao



Engagement activity: Eindhoven



Engagement activity: Edinburgh



Exploring citizen responses to types of sound

TRAFFIC CONSTRUCTION / 
RECYCLING / GARBAGE 

COLLECTION

PEOPLE MUSIC ANIMALS

When do you hear it: 
Weekday / Weekend. 

Morning / afternoon / 
evening / night.

How often do you hear it? 
How long does it last? 

How loud is the sound?

How do you feel about 
this sound? 

What we asked the citizens:
Themes:



RESPONSE ANALYSIS



Citizen feedback on sounds in the city



BILBAO 
CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT RESPONSES



Citizen feedback – snapshot of Bilbao data

• These charts show a snapshot of responses from 
Bilbao. 

• This example shows the responses by subject type. 
• Residents of the area accounted for 19% of the 

responses, while the majority were there for leisure 
activities.

• A broad mix of sentiments in response to sound, 
though the Music category gave rise to the highest 
‘Very Unhappy’ responses.

• Plaza Nueva does not have any traffic, so no 
comments were made about this type of sound.

Who responded (persona groups)

Overall attitude to sounds commented What sounds people commented on (data points)



Music People

Citizen feedback – snapshot of Bilbao data

MachineryAnimals



EDINBURGH
CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT RESPONSES



Citizen feedback – snapshot of Edinburgh data

• These charts show a snapshot of responses from 
Edinburgh. 

• This example shows the responses by subject type. 
• While tourists and those visiting for leisure activities 

made up the largest single persona group (43%), the 
combined grouping of Residents of Grassmarket 
and the City and those passing through/commuting 
was 45%, with people working or running businesses 
in the area at 12%. 

• Overall attitude to sounds recorded was positive, 
with 29% neither happy/unhappy and 31% happy.

• Traffic made up 50% of the data points collected.

Who responded (persona groups)

Overall attitude to sounds commented What sounds people commented on (data points)



Citizen feedback – snapshot of Edinburgh data

Music People

MachineryTrafficAnimals



EINDHOVEN
CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT RESPONSES



Citizen feedback – snapshot of Eindhoven citizen data

• The charts on the following pages show a snapshot of responses from Eindhoven. 
• Tourists and those visiting for leisure activities made up a total of 28% of responders, the combined grouping 

of Residents of Strijp-S and the City of Eindhoven and those passing through/commuting was 58%, with 
people working or running businesses in the area at 36%. 

What sounds people commented on (data points)



Citizen feedback – snapshot of Eindhoven data

Music People

MachineryTrafficAnimals



MAPPING CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT 
DATA POINTS BY LOCATION



Mapping citizen feedback by sentiment: Eindhoven



Mapping citizen feedback by sentiment: Edinburgh



Mapping citizen feedback by sentiment: Bilbao



The citizen’s perspective – what to do about unwanted noise

Each city has unique characteristics which create specific noise-related 
circumstances:

Bilbao’s enclosed Plaza without 
traffic, means the mix of sounds 
made in the space are slightly 
different to those made in 
Strijp-S or the Grassmarket. 

In the Grassmarket, concerts held 
at nearby Edinburgh Castle add to 
background noise in summer, and 
the area is dominated by traffic at 
certain times of the day and night.  

In Strijp-S, the scale of the open 
space makes for a challenging 
soundscape – where the sound 
of motorised traffic is amplified, 
particularly motorbikes or 
motor-scooters. 



The citizen’s perspective – what to do about unwanted noise

The act of providing more information about noise-generating events to the local 
community is empowering – enabling individuals to make effective choices about how 
they manage their own responses to the anticipated noise. 
Jointly negotiated solutions between residents, businesses and, the city are favourable 
to solutions being designed elsewhere and implemented without co-creation.

We heard from each engagement a range of ideas for how cities could manage their 
particular circumstances better:

• Hard measures - to prevent sound or to reduce the impact of sound;
• Soft measures - to prevent or reduce the impact of sound;
• Empowered choices – to help citizens manage better.

HARD MEASURES
Prohibit specific noise –
e.g. amplified buskers;

Enforce existing regulations;

Consider better sound-proofing

Reduce traffic and/or implement 
traffic calming    

SOFT MEASURES
Work with hostelry to reduce noise 

(types) at key quiet times;

Eradicate noisy practices –
e.g. dragging tables at close-up;

Reduce rate of high noise events –
can other ‘soundscape’ 

host instead?

Install physical nudges – e.g. lighting 
when noise is getting too loud  

EMPOWERED CHOICES
Feed data hungry community 

with info on noisy events –
timing, length 

Invite community to help plan 
events schedule

Ask community what 
noise-linked anti-social behavior 

is a concern 



THE NOISEABILITY DASHBOARD



NoiseAbility service

• NoiseAbility service is cloud hosted by UrbanTide
and illustrated in the following slides.

• The Internet of Things noise sensor data, citizen perception data and other available 
datasets such as events data, traffic, waste management collection, etc can be integrated 
and shown to determine the extends of noise.

• The noise data from Eindhoven, Edinburgh and Bilbao is used in the USMART platform in 
accordance with the FIWARE Noise Data Model extended by this project to include 
frequency data.

• It is scalable on top of the SynchroniCity Technical Framework for all noise data and 
other data can also be ingested.

• The screenshots following illustrate:

• How different city users (residents, employees, tourists, etc) feel about the noise – it is 
not just about limits! 

• Interactive mapping and actual recorded noise filtered for human hearing 

• When noise exceeds normal “threshold” limits.



NoiseAbility Service: Bilbao map viewer



NoiseAbility Service: Edinburgh location and events calendar



NoiseAbility Service: Eindhoven sensors and calendar select tool



NoiseAbility Service: Eindhoven tourist feelings toward noise



NoiseAbility Service: happiness predictions by weekday/end

Weekend

Weekday



NoiseAbility Service: Aggregated personas and happiness



NoiseAbility Service: Resident happiness rating



NoiseAbility Service: Tourist happiness rating



noiseability.eu


